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Imagining Mobile Breakthroughs
Innovate to Stand Out in a Crowded Market 
As the cellular market matures, mobile network operators (MNOs) and mobile virtual 

network operators (MVNOs) can no longer compete on price and reach alone and expect 
to succeed. They must find new, strategic ways to attract and retain customers by 
delivering value with useful, timely, and meaningful services.!

Today’s consumers expect personalized services and apps that serve their needs, such 
as enhancing their user experience, protecting their phones and personal data from 
attack, and making their lives easier and more enjoyable. They also respond favorably to 

personalized, contextual offers—at the right place and time.!

Mobile operators that provide the services and apps these consumers want can earn 
subscriber trust, increase customer loyalty and build brand reputation. By delivering the 
most effective offers, providers have shown increases in Net Promoter Score (NPS) which 
translates into increased revenues and reduced customer churn. !

To provide these services, network operators must have access to relevant and timely 
user data that highlights subscriber behavior—what’s called user-driven innovation. !

Exploding Mobile Use is Driving Digital Engagement Globally 
User-driven innovation gives network operators a window into activities and trends from 

both an individual and market perspective. Understanding the real-world effects of new 
apps and services by observing their expected usage as well as their ad-hoc adoptions 
can produce surprising insights.!

Today’s consumers expect companies offering goods and services to actively learn about 
them to improve the quality of their user experience. Younger consumers, especially 

millennials, are comfortable providing personal information if it results in discounted offers 
or customized goods and services. According to a recent market report, 74 percent of 
consumers say that personalized promotions encourage them to buy products and 
services they have never purchased before. !

And, mobile has become the starting point for digital engagement in the worldwide 

marketplace. The mobile economy already accounts for 4.2 percent of global GDP. 
Cisco’s Visual Networking Index (VNI) predicts that annual global mobile data traffic will 
increase by 873 percent from 30 exabytes in 2014 to 292 exabytes by 2019. !

Balancing Multi-Generational Retail Strategies: Winning over Millennials without losing Boomers, 2014 Synchrony Financial!
Aittokalio, Auri. Mobile Data Traffic to Increase Ten-fold by 2019, February 4, 2015!

Winning in the Age of Personalization, February 2016!

Stand Out!
!
!
v  Provide personalized 

experiences!

v  Make timely, relevant 
offers!

v  Embrace user-driven 
innovation!
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These growth numbers present tremendous revenue opportunities for MNOs and MVNOs 
if they can see, control and monetize their user data. Unfortunately, most mobile phone 
users use free Wi-Fi networks to browse and shop online, rendering the majority of this 
data unavailable to network operators without the Mobolize | Discover solution. !

Most Customer Data Is Unavailable to Mobile Operators
When subscribers connect over the cellular network, network operators can collect and 
extract purchasing, location and browsing activity through data capturing systems on 
their networks. But, when users transfer to Wi-Fi networks, access to that data disappears. 
In developed markets, such as Europe and the U.S, bandwidth-intensive activities like 
video streaming and web browsing are moving from cellular to Wi-Fi. !

To avoid data plan overages, many smartphone users typically take advantage of fast 

and free Wi-Fi networks in areas where they are available. In fact, Mobolize’s MNO 
customers in the US have found that nearly 70 percent of mobile traffic travels over Wi-Fi 
networks; only approximately 30 percent travels over cellular networks. !

That means mobile providers have a significant “Wi-Fi blind spot” because their network-

based tracking systems capture only a fraction of the total data being generated by their 
users. With limited visibility, network operators lose the ability to effectively see, control 
and monetize the data.!

However, new device-based data capture and control solutions are available that enable 
network providers to reclaim data previously lost to Wi-Fi networks. These solutions help 

mobile providers regain lost data insights and are particularly valuable to MVNOs that 
have no cellular network infrastructure and no way to extract any customer data. !

See and Control All Mobile Data with Device-Based App Platforms
Phone-based data control platforms help MNOs and MVNOs see user-initiated traffic, 
whether subscribers are on cellular or Wi-Fi. These smartphone-based solutions give 

network operators control over data because all traffic is processed at the end device the 
instant a subscriber accesses content. !

This immediacy lets network operators block, pause or redirect content to optimize usage
— allowing consumers to control pacing for services such as streaming video content. 
Device-based immediacy and control also give network operators the ability to protect 

users by detecting and alerting them when they attempt to connect to unsecured Wi-Fi 
hotspots or access websites known to harbor malware, including phishing and 
ransomware.!

Data Blind Spots!
!
!

v  As much as 70% of 
mobile data travels over 
Wi-Fi in mature markets, 
preventing MNOs from 
seeing it!

v  Encrypted content, like 
Facebook, is another 
blind spot!

v  Mobile providers need 
to get closer to the user 
to gain visibility !

Mobolize and MNO data, Q4, 2016.!
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See à !
Control à !
Monetize !
!
!

v  Eliminate Wi-Fi and 
encrypted data “blind 
spots” by getting closer 
to the user – right on 
their phone –for a 
complete view of usage!

v  Shape and route any 
traffic to optimize usage, 
protect subscribers and 
monetize!

v  Differentiate services !
with sponsored data !
plans, value-added !
services and contextual !
offers to increase !
revenue, drive adoption 
and reduce churn!

In addition, device-based traffic tracking apps that include native software integration 
capabilities allow mobile providers to push instant, pertinent offers to subscribers based 
on real-time activity. These offers can include data plan upgrades, service options, or 
revenue-generating third-party offers.!

This automatic push capability can be particularly attractive for mobile providers in 

developing markets, where consumers have little money to spend, but aspire to connect 
to the world. For example, some savvy network operators offer subscribers the ability to 
purchase time- and/or content-based micro-data plans, such as access to Facebook or 
YouTube.!

!

Eliminate	Wi-Fi	and	
encrypted	data	“blind	
spots”	for	a	complete	
view	of	usage	

SEE	

CONTROL	
Shape	and	route	
any	traffic	to	
opFmize	usage,	
protect	
subscribers	and	
moneFze	

DifferenFate		
services	with		
sponsored	data	plans,	
value-added		services		
&	contextual	offers	to	
increase	revenue,	drive	
adopFon	&	reduce	churn	

MONETIZE	
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Monetize Mobile Data and Deliver Greater Value
With a 360° view of mobile user data, MNOs and MVNOs can increase revenues as they 
create real value for their subscribers and partners and strengthen their brand. The 
competitive advantages are significant:!

•  Create continuing value with personalization.  Delivering tailored content precisely 

when subscribers need it pleases and engages them. Personalization helps to 
strengthen perceived provider value and brand loyalty, reducing churn and attracting 
new customers.!

•  Differentiate with services and increase revenues.  Value-added services such as Wi-
Fi security increases subscriber engagement, satisfaction and average revenue per 
user (ARPU). !

•  Expand customer base with cost-effective options.  Capabilities such as optimizing 
data flow (video pacing, compression and caching) save subscribers money while 
reducing traffic demands on the network. Phone-based solutions scale without limit, so 
network providers don’t need to keep purchasing equipment and expanding 

bandwidth as data usage rises. !

•  Generate higher margins and revenues.  Offering context-based data plans and other 
offers helps to increase upsell conversion rates. Providing more affordable 
consumption options encourages more customers to consume more data and new 
services.!

Global Opportunities
The following examples illustrate how innovative companies are considering device-
based solutions to successfully see, control and monetize data.!

•  In the US, a Tier 1 MNO offers Secure Wi-Fi as a paid service to its subscribers to 
keep them safe when they use unsecured Wi-Fi. The MNO-branded app sees when 

users connect to an unsecured Wi-Fi and immediately provides contextual offers for 
subscription or day pass services. This contextual selling feature has generated 
higher than average conversion rates and revenue. Once purchased, a user is 
seamlessly protected any time they encounter an unsafe hotspot. !

•  In Southeast Asia, a Tier 1 MNO offers its subscribers time-based data plans to 

encourage them to increase mobile data usage. The cost of data is expensive relative 
to incomes in this region, so low prices are paramount. The MNO uses device-based 
data / video optimization to offer these micro-data plans at the lowest possible cost. 
This has led to greater use of mobile data, and less SIM swapping, as users increase 
brand preference given the affordability of accessing the web and using apps.!

!
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•  In the UK, a software company that manages loyalty rewards programs for 
international brands allows MNOs and MVNOs to monetize mobile data as a way for 
users to cash in their loyalty program points. An on-device data redirection solution 
requires no network service hardware and works with all existing apps and websites 
with no changes needed. !

•  In the US, an MVNO offers unlimited music and video streaming as a way to 
differentiate their service. Video pacing and other data optimization techniques let 
them manage costs, crucial to MVNOs that buy wholesale data from MNOs. Data 
optimization also improves video performance, enabling users to stream video with 
less stalling and rebuffering.!

Innovate and Boost Revenues with Device-Based Data Control
To successfully compete in today’s crowded cellular market, MNOs and MVNOs must 
take full advantage of the wealth of data their subscribers generate. Unfortunately, mobile 
providers are shut out of a significant portion of user data as the majority of customers 
usage occurs over Wi-Fi. !

The good news is that a new generation of device-based data capture solutions gives 
mobile providers insight and control over all data – cellular and Wi-Fi. Armed with 
actionable insights, they can offer better service to customers through more personalized 
content, value-added services, micro data plans and timely upsell offers. !

By dramatically improving user experiences, mobile operators can differentiate 

themselves from competitors, attract new subscribers, reduce churn and increase ARPU.!

To be cost-effective, network operators need a single solution that provides a breadth of 
capabilities—one deployment with many applications. The comprehensive solution helps 
eliminate the “silos” of single-function products / vendors that mobile providers currently 
encounter.!

The Mobolize solutions allow mobile operators to see, control, and monetize user data 
with capabilities that transform the device into a vehicle for delivering solutions that 
enable providers to discover, optimize, secure, block, push and profit. !

About Mobolize!
Mobolize’s software enables mobile providers to See, Control and Monetize data on users’ mobile devices, both cellular 
and Wi-Fi. Mobile Network Operators (MNOs), Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs), handset manufactures and third-
party developers use mobile data orchestration solutions to enhance customer experience and increase revenue.!

Corporate Headquarters!
2716 Ocean Park Blvd. Tel: +1-310-693-8340!
Suite 3055 Fax: +1-310-943-2155!
Santa Monica, CA 90405 www.mobolize.com!
United States sales@mobolize.com !
!
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